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Summary of Issues 

Discussion Point 1 
Given the current Wholesale Electricity Market design, the Authority invites comment on 
the extent to which the operation of the Reserve Capacity Mechanism is effective in 
achieving the objectives of the Wholesale Electricity Market. 
Discussion Point 2 
Bearing in mind the interaction of the capacity market and the energy market, the 
Authority invites comment on whether the current Wholesale Electricity Market provides 
adequate incentives for an efficient mix of generation plant. 
Discussion Point 3 
The Authority invites comment on whether the Wholesale Electricity Market adequately 
promotes efficient location of generation facilities and promotes the efficient development 
of transmission and distribution networks. 
Discussion Point 4 
The Authority invites comment on whether the Wholesale Electricity Market adequately 
promotes investment in an efficient amount of generation capacity. 
Discussion Point 5 
The Authority invites comment on whether there are other issues with the Reserve 
Capacity Mechanism that materially impact on the effectiveness of the Wholesale 
Electricity Market. 
Discussion Point 6 
Recognising that the Short Term Energy Market (STEM) is a net pool system, and that the 
Vesting Contract impacts on liquidity in the market, the Authority invites comment on any 
aspects of the STEM design that discourage Rule Participants from trading in the 
Wholesale Electricity Market. 
Discussion Point 7 
The Authority invites comment on the day-ahead feature of the Short Term Energy Market 
(STEM).  In particular, does the day-ahead feature of the STEM discourage Rule 
Participants from trading in the STEM and would introducing two gate closures, or gate 
closures closer to real time, encourage greater participation? 
In the event the day-ahead arrangement is replaced by a real-time arrangement or the 
arrangement where the ‘gate closure’ time to offer and bid into the STEM is closer to real 
time events, the Authority invites comment on how the potential exercise of market power 
by larger participants could be mitigated. 
Discussion Point 8 
The Authority invites comment on the effectiveness of the Independent Market Operator in 
carrying out its functions. 
Discussion Point 9 
The Authority invites comment on the effectiveness of the System Management in 
carrying out its functions. 
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Discussion Point 10 
The Authority invites comment on any further steps that could be taken to assist Rule 
Participants in understanding the Market Rules. 
Discussion Point 11 
The Authority invites comment on any aspects of the participation of Demand-Side 
Management in the Wholesale Electricity Market that remain unclear to Rule Participants. 
Discussion Point 12 
The Authority invites comment on the adequacy of the existing rule change process.  In 
particular, the Authority is interested in whether or not the current process achieves an 
appropriate balance between cost, timeliness and transparency. 
Discussion Point 13 
The Authority invites comment on any fuel supply constraints faced by Market 
Participants, and the impact that any such constraints have on the effectiveness of the 
Wholesale Electricity Market.  In particular, what impact, if any, do fuel supply constraints 
have on the operation of markets for capacity and energy? 
Discussion Point 14 
The Authority invites comment on the materiality of the financial impact of consequential 
outages. 
The Authority also invites comment on the extent to which participants are able to manage 
their exposure to consequential outages through commercial arrangements.  If 
participants are unable manage their consequential outages through commercial 
arrangements, the Authority invites comment on the impact of consequential outages on 
the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market. 
Discussion Point 15 
The Authority invites comment on whether the process for scheduling network outages 
affects the achievement of the objectives of the Wholesale Electricity Market. 
Discussion Point 16 
The Authority invites comment on whether the confidentiality of information has impacted 
on the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market and, if so, how? 
Discussion Point 17 
The Authority invites comment on whether a more competitive process for the supply of 
ancillary services would promote the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market.  In 
particular, do the current requirements under the Market Rules for an ancillary service 
contract prevent or deter participants from supplying ancillary services and, if so, how? 
Discussion Point 18 
The Authority invites comment on any specific events, behaviour or matters (not covered 
elsewhere in this Discussion Paper) that have impacted on the effectiveness of the 
market.  In particular, the Authority invites comments on any specific events, behaviour or 
matters that are relevant to the achievement of the objectives set out in clause 1.2.1 of the 
Market Rules. 
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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this Discussion Paper is to assist interested parties making submissions to 
raise and comment on issues regarding the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market 
(WEM) in meeting the Wholesale Market Objectives.  These submissions will enable the 
Economic Regulation Authority (Authority) to prepare a report to the State Minister for Energy 
(Minister) pursuant to clause 2.16.11 of the Wholesale Electricity Market Rules (Market Rules). 

A notice has been posted on the Authority’s web site advising the release of this Discussion 
Paper.  This notice invites submissions to be lodged with the Authority by 4:00pm (Western 
Standard Time) on Thursday, 6 September 2007. 

The Authority will produce the Annual Wholesale Electricity Market Report (Minister’s Report) 
to the Minister after considering submissions received during this public consultation process. 

1.1 How to Make a Submission 
Submissions on matters raised in this Discussion Paper should be in written and electronic form 
(where possible) and addressed to: 

Discussion Paper: Annual WEM Report to the Minister 
Economic Regulation Authority 
PO Box 8469 
Perth Business Centre 
PERTH  WA  6849 
 
E-Mail:  SubmissionMinReport@era.wa.gov.au
Fax: (08) 9213 1999 
 

Submissions must be received by Thursday, 6 September 2007. 

In general, submissions from interested parties will be treated as in the public domain and 
placed on the Authority’s web site.  Where an interested party wishes to make a confidential 
submission, it should clearly indicate the parts of the submission that are confidential.   

The receipt and publication of a submission shall not be taken as indicating that the Authority 
has knowledge either actual or constructive of the contents of a particular submission and, in 
particular, whether the submission in whole or in part contains information of a confidential 
nature and no duty of confidence will arise for the Authority in these circumstances. 

Further information regarding this Discussion Paper can be obtained from: 

Mr Ignatius Chin 
Assistant Director, Electricity Market Surveillance 
Economic Regulation Authority 
Tel: (08) 9213 1916 
Fax:   (08) 9213 1999 
E-Mail:  SubmissionMinReport@era.wa.gov.au
 

Media enquiries should be directed to: 

Mr Paul Byrne 
Byrne & Byrne Corporate Communications 
Tel:  (08) 9385 9941 Mob:  0417 922 452 
 

mailto:SubmissionMinReport@era.wa.gov.au
mailto:SubmissionMinReport@era.wa.gov.au
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2 Background 
The Market Rules require the Authority to provide the Minister with a report on the effectiveness 
of the WEM in meeting the Wholesale Market Objectives.  The Wholesale Market Objectives 
are: 

• to promote the economically efficient, safe and reliable production and supply of 
electricity and electricity related services in the South West interconnected system 
(SWIS); 

• to encourage competition among generators and retailers in the SWIS, including by 
facilitating efficient entry of new competitors; 

• to avoid discrimination in that market against particular energy options and technologies, 
including sustainable energy options and technologies such as those that make use of 
renewable resources or that reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions; 

• to minimise the long-term cost of electricity supplied to customers from the SWIS; and 

• to encourage the taking of measures to manage the amount of electricity used and when 
it is used. 

 
The Market Rules require the Authority to produce this report: 

• at least annually; and 

• more frequently where the Authority considers that the market is not effectively meeting 
the Wholesale Market Objectives. 

2.1 Reporting Requirements 
Clause 2.16.12 of the Market Rules specifically requires the Minister’s Report to include the 
following information: 

• a summary of the Market Surveillance Data Catalogue (MSDC) compiled by the 
Independent Market Operator (IMO) and the Authority under clause 2.16.2 and 2.16.4 of 
the Market Rules; 

• the Authority’s assessment of the effectiveness of the market, including the 
effectiveness of the IMO and System Management in carrying out their functions, with 
discussion of: 

– the Reserve Capacity market; 

– the market for bilateral contracts for capacity and energy; 

– the Short Term Energy Market (STEM); 

– Balancing; 

– the dispatch process; 

– planning processes; and 

– the administration of the market, including the Market Rule change process; 

• an assessment of any specific events, behaviour or matters that impacted on the 
effectiveness of the market; and 
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• any recommended measures to increase the effectiveness of the market in meeting the 
Wholesale Market Objectives to be considered by the Minister. 

2.2 The Electricity Industry 
The Western Australian Government established the Electricity Reform Task Force (ERTF) in 
August 2001 to investigate and to make recommendations on further electricity reforms to be 
undertaken in Western Australia.  The ERTF formed four working groups to investigate the 
areas of market design, structural reform, regulatory arrangements and electricity access code.  
These working groups were made up of representatives from Government, Western Power and 
industry.  The ERTF also undertook two rounds of formal public consultation, and consulted a 
range of stakeholders directly on specific issues relating to the electricity supply industry. 

Following this process, the ERTF made a series of recommendations in regard to further reform 
to the electricity supply industry.  Importantly, the ERTF noted that the recommendations were 
designed to provide an evolutionary approach to electricity reform, which was considered 
appropriate due to the specific nature of the Western Australian electricity supply industry. 

In respect of market design, the recommendations of the ERTF sought to extend and enhance 
bilateral contracting, which was considered to be a positive and an important element of the 
open access arrangements to Western Power’s networks.  The ERTF considered that basing 
the market design around this bilateral regime should continue, but be supported by a net pool 
system.  The ERTF concluded that such a market design would offer lower transition costs, less 
price volatility and lower susceptibility to the exercise of market power.  In making its 
recommendations, the ERTF was mindful of the likely structure of the market over the first few 
years of the market, including relatively few generation participants, one or two retail 
participants, and relatively inexperienced market participants. 

The ERTF considered that the net pool system should be day-ahead rather than a real time 
pool.  The ERTF considered that real time markets are more complicated and costly to 
implement, and are inherently more susceptible to the exercise of market power.  Given the 
number of market participants and dominance of Western Power as it then was, the small size 
of the market and the inexperience of many participants in operating in an electricity market, the 
ERTF considered that a day-ahead market was more suitable to Western Australia. 

In respect of restructuring, the ERTF’s main focus was on the restructuring of Western Power.  
The ERTF recommended the disaggregation of Western Power into separate generation, retail 
and network businesses as a means of providing new entrant competition.   

The ERTF recognised that mechanisms would be necessary to mitigate the market power of 
State Retail (now Synergy) and State Generation (now Verve Energy) during the initial years of 
the reform process.  A key initiative recommended by the ERTF was the Vesting Contract 
between State Generation and State Retail, which was intended to decrease over time as new 
independent generators and new retailers entered the market. 

To assist with the design of the market and the development of the Market Rules, a Market 
Rules Development Group (MRDG) was established.  The MRDG was comprised of 15 
members from industry and Government, and was supported by expert teams.  These teams 
also comprised of representatives from industry and Government, supported by expert advisors.  
Many of the recommendations of the ERTF, including the adoption of a bilateral contract market 
supported by a day-ahead net pool system, are now embodied in the Market Rules.  The Market 
Rules include a formal rule change process, which provides a mechanism for ongoing market 
evolution.  Since market commencement, the IMO has initiated the majority of changes to the 
Market Rules.  A Market Advisory Committee (MAC) assists the IMO in its role of approving and 
amending Market Rules and Market Procedures. 
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Importantly, the reforms recommended by the ERTF and since implemented – including the 
development of a bilateral trading market supported by a net pool system, and the Vesting 
Contract between Verve Energy and Synergy – were considered by the ERTF as a necessary 
first step in an evolutionary process to a fully developed wholesale market in the SWIS.  It is 
important for the Authority’s review of the effectiveness of the WEM to reflect this context.  In 
particular, given that the electricity reform process in Western Australia was explicitly intended 
to be evolutionary, the Authority’s first review of the market will be limited to assessing the 
effectiveness of the WEM since market commencement and, in the absence of compelling 
evidence of major problems, will not revisit market design issues that were comprehensively 
addressed by the ERTF and during the subsequent implementation phase.  The Authority may 
take a broader perspective in reporting on the effectiveness of the WEM in future reports.  
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3 Approach and Processes 

3.1 The Approach 
As discussed in the previous Section, in light of the extensive consultation that was undertaken 
during the restructuring of the electricity industry in Western Australia, and the short time since 
the WEM has been operating, the Authority considers that this first Minister’s Report should be 
focused on the assessment of the effectiveness of the WEM at a fairly high level.  The Authority 
will consider all relevant material but, in the absence of compelling evidence of fundamental 
problems, the Authority considers that it would be inappropriate to recommend fundamental 
change in the market at this stage. 

The Authority considers that, in this first Minister’s report, there is good reason to expect that 
the WEM will develop as it matures and market participants develop a greater understanding of 
the operation of the market, and that the rule change process is the appropriate vehicle for 
facilitating this evolution.  The Authority notes that the reform of the Western Australian 
electricity market and the introduction of the WEM was designed in such a way to progress 
towards more competitive outcomes, such that mechanisms are in place to facilitate a smooth 
transition.   

As indicated in Section 2.2 above, vesting arrangements between Verve Energy and Synergy 
that were put in place with the disaggregation of Western Power, are designed to roll-off over 
time, thereby supporting the orderly development of competition in the WEM.  Similarly, 
restrictions on the ability of Verve Energy and Synergy to invest in new generation capacity can 
be expected to facilitate competitive generation entry.   

The Authority will, nevertheless, inform the Minister of all issues relevant to the effective 
operation of the WEM, and recommend any appropriate measures to increase the effectiveness 
of the WEM in meeting the Wholesale Market Objectives. 

3.2 The Reporting Process 

3.2.1 Consultation 

As part of its public consultation process, the Secretariat of the Authority has met confidentially 
with the majority of Rule Participants in the WEM.  The purpose of this initial consultation was to 
provide Rule Participants with an opportunity to inform the Authority of specific issues that may 
have arisen through their participation in the WEM. 

This initial feedback has provided the Authority with an appreciation of the concerns of Rule 
Participants from all segments of the WEM, including large and small participants, renewable 
energy providers, Demand Side Management (DSM) participants, the IMO and System 
Management. 

The issues raised by Rule Participants, along with the Authority’s preliminary views regarding 
the effectiveness of the market, are discussed in Section 5 of this Discussion Paper, where the 
Authority also invites public comment. 

3.2.2 Minister’s Report 

Following assessment of the matters raised during consultation, the submissions in response to 
this Discussion Paper, and the analysis of the MSDC, the Authority will prepare the Minister’s 
Report. 
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The Minister’s Report is expected to be completed and submitted to the Minister by the end of 
September 2007. 

Pursuant to clause 2.16.15 of the Market Rules, the Authority must, after consultation with the 
Minister, publish a version of the Minister’s Report that has confidential and sensitive data 
aggregated or removed.  This public version of the Minister’s Report will be published on the 
Authority’s web site following consultation with the Minister as provided for by clause 2.16.15 of 
the Market Rules.  
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4 Overview of the WEM 
Trading of electricity in the WEM commenced on 21 September 2006.  This section provides a 
brief overview of outcomes in the WEM over the period from market commencement up to the 
last week of July 2007.  Outcomes in both the capacity market and the energy market are 
reviewed. 

4.1 The Capacity Market 
The Reserve Capacity Mechanism has so far undergone three cycles, with all key steps in the 
cycles being achieved.  The most recent cycle commenced in 2006/07 and successfully 
secured sufficient capacity for the 2008/09 capacity year. 

The IMO has recently released its 2007 Statement of Opportunities Report (SOO).  The SOO 
notes that there is a very small deficit of 25MW between the capacity requirement and the 
capacity credits assigned for the 2007/08 capacity year.  This deficit is a result of revised 
forecasts used in the 2007 SOO, which led to a higher forecast of maximum demand in 
2007/08.  The IMO is currently examining options to address this shortage of capacity. 

4.2 The Energy Market 
Figure 1 illustrates the daily maximum SWIS demands (measured in MWh per half hour) for 
each day since the market commenced.  Maximum demand occurred in early March 2007, and 
high temperatures led to other periods of high demand in late January 2007 and early February 
2007.  Demand during winter to date has not reached these summer peak levels. 

Figure 1: Daily SWIS Maximum Demand (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007) 

4.2.1 The STEM 

Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide an overview of the operation of the STEM since market 
commencement. 
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the average daily peak and off-peak STEM prices since the 
market commenced.  Although STEM prices have been quite volatile, it can be seen that they 
have tended to decrease over the first six months of the STEM, particularly peak prices.  There 
has been some recent moderate upsurge in prices, although peak prices have not returned to 
the same consistently high levels as seen during the first few months of market operations.  

Figure 2: Peak STEM Prices (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007)  

Figure 3: Off-Peak STEM Prices (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007)  

Total volume of energy traded in the STEM for each day since the market commenced is 
illustrated in Figure 4.  During the first two months of the market there was relatively strong 
trading activity in the STEM.  Trading volumes then declined significantly for several months. 
More recently, STEM trading volumes have returned to higher levels. 
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Figure 4: Summed STEM Traded Quantities (MWh per day) (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007)  

4.2.2 Balancing Mechanism 

Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 provide an overview of the operation of the balancing 
mechanism since market commencement. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate average daily peak and off-peak balancing prices since market 
commencement.  As with STEM prices, balancing prices have been quite volatile, although 
balancing prices over the most recent few months have tended to be lower than the balancing 
prices during the first few months of the market. 

Figure 5: Peak Balancing Prices (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007)  
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Figure 6: Off-Peak Balancing Prices (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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Source: Independent Market Operator (2007) 

Figure 7 illustrates total volumes on the balancing market each day since market 
commencement.  By comparing Figure 7 to Figure 4 it is evident that balancing volumes are 
generally greater than STEM volumes.  Exposure to the balancing market can be a strategic 
decision.  It can also be a result of factors outside the control of market participants, such as 
differences between forecast and expected demand, plant outages and fuel constraints.  As a 
result, balancing volumes are not necessarily a good indicator of market efficiency. 

Figure 7: Balancing Quantities (MWh per day) (Market Commencement to July 2007) 
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5 Discussion of Issues 

5.1 The Vesting Contract 
Some Rule Participants raised concerns about the impact that the Vesting Contract, between 
Verve Energy and Synergy, has on the overall effectiveness of the WEM. 

5.1.1 The Vesting Contract and Liquidity 

The Vesting Contract provides for the wholesale supply of energy and Capacity Credits from 
Verve Energy to Synergy.  In addition, the Vesting Contract covers all tariff customers and all 
customers on retail contracts that Synergy inherited from the pre-disaggregated Western Power 
Corporation.  As a result, both the capacity and energy available to be traded in the WEM is 
significantly reduced compared to a situation where there is no Vesting Contract.  For instance, 
the current capacity cap for the Vesting Contract is 3,305MW1, which is a large proportion of the 
total Reserve Capacity Requirement for the WEM (in 2007/08, for example, it is 4,104MW).  
This results in low liquidity in the WEM because a major proportion of the energy and capacity 
tradable are locked away by the Vesting Contract. 

The lack of liquidity can have significant implications on the overall effectiveness of the WEM.  
Some Rule Participants have informed the Authority that that the Vesting Contract has resulted 
in limited opportunities for them to actively trade commercial bilateral contracts in the WEM, 
both in energy and capacity terms.  

The Authority recognises that the Vesting Contract, due to its impacts on the liquidity of both the 
energy and capacity markets, will undoubtedly have a strong impact on the overall effectiveness 
of the WEM.  The Authority’s view, however, is that it is too early, in this first Minister’s Report, 
to consider significant changes to the WEM in response to liquidity issues that can be traced 
back to the Vesting Contract.  

The Vesting Contract was recommended by the ERTF to mitigate the ability of Verve Energy to 
exercise market power over a substantial proportion of its generation output2.  The Authority 
understands that the Vesting Contract was established to provide continuance of supply 
obligations related to tariff loads and Initial Supply Contracts (ISC3) as a requirement of 
disaggregation.  By locking in a major proportion of the energy and capacity of the WEM into the 
Vesting Contract,  it may be seen as limiting other Market Participants’ ability in forming new 
bilateral agreements with the tariff and ISC loads. In the long run however, the Authority does 
not consider the vesting agreement imposes such a restriction as these tariff and ISC loads are 
continually open to new sources of supply.  The intent underpinning the Vesting Contract was to 
phase it out rapidly, progressively replacing it with commercial bilateral agreements via a 
displacement mechanism. 

The Vesting Contract has two mechanisms for the displacement of volumes: negotiated 
displacement and tendered displacement.  Negotiated displacement provides Synergy with the 
option to reduce volumes under the Vesting Contract by negotiating alternative wholesale 
arrangements.  This negotiated displacement, as well as the option to bring forward 
displacement amounts, provides Synergy with the flexibility to seek bilateral agreements outside 
the Vesting Contract, if a more favourable cost outcome can be achieved.  Some Rule 
                                                 
1 Vesting Contract, 1 April 2006.  Available from Office of Energy (www.energy.wa.gov.au)  and Synergy’s Annual 

Displacement Statement of Opportunity, 30 November 2006 
2 Electricity Reform Task Force, Electricity Reform in Western Australia ‘A Framework for the Future’, 2002. 
3 Before disaggregation, Western Power Retail had energy supply contracts with certain customers.  These 

customers were not on tariff but were contestable in size and supplied according to particular contract conditions.  
Collectively these were referred to as ISC under the vesting contract and represent Synergy’s non-tariff loads. 

http://www.energy.wa.gov.au/
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Participants have noted however, that escalating costs associated with electricity generation in 
Western Australia make it unlikely that any private entity could offer a more cost effective 
outcome to Synergy.   

Tendered displacement refers to the compulsory annual reduction of capacity from the Vesting 
Contract provided for by the Ministerial Direction.  Synergy is required to run a tender process to 
procure wholesale supply to meet this tendered displacement of capacity4.  The Authority 
understands that Synergy is currently running a tender process for 400MW of generation 
capacity to meet its mandatory displacement obligations for 2009 and 2010.  As volumes under 
the Vesting Contract are displaced over time, the impact of the Vesting Contract on liquidity in 
the capacity and energy markets will lessen. 

The Authority also notes that there are restrictions on the ability of Verve Energy to invest in 
additional generation capacity above 3,000MW5.  As new investment is required to meet the 
required reserve capacity, this will also increase liquidity.  The impact of these policies will not 
be felt immediately.  The Authority notes therefore, that any assessment of the impact of the 
Vesting Contract on liquidity in the WEM will need to consider the impact of these policies over 
time. 

5.1.2 Pricing under the Vesting Contract 

Some Rule Participants have also expressed concern about the pricing arrangements under the 
Vesting Contract.  Under the Vesting Contract, the charges paid by Synergy to Verve Energy 
are based on a net-back calculation, that is, efficient retail, network and other costs are 
deducted from Synergy’s sales revenues, and Verve Energy is paid the residual.  These Rule 
Participants note that this guarantees a fixed rate of return to Synergy on the electricity sold 
under the regulated tariff. 

The Authority notes that the net-back arrangement can potentially make Synergy less sensitive 
than its retail competitors to lower retail prices or to higher wholesale energy market prices.  
This could, in some circumstances, make entry by new retailers more difficult and, in turn, also 
make the entry of new generators more difficult. 

5.2 The Reserve Capacity Mechanism 
The Reserve Capacity Mechanism is intended to ensure that there is adequate installed 
capacity available in the WEM to cover expected system peak demand, even in the event where 
the largest single generating unit fails, while maintaining the capability to respond to frequency 
variations.  The Reserve Capacity Mechanism creates a market for capacity, alongside the 
market for energy.  Participants can trade capacity bilaterally or, in the event that market 
customers do not acquire sufficient capacity through bilateral trade, can secure capacity from 
the IMO. 

Some Rule Participants raised high level concerns about the appropriateness of incorporating a 
capacity market into the design of the WEM.  These concerns are discussed in Section 5.2.1.  
Some Rule Participants also raised concerns about specific elements of the Reserve Capacity 
Mechanism, which are discussed in Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 The Appropriateness of a Capacity Market 

Rule Participants expressed a range of views on the appropriateness of incorporating a capacity 
market into the design of the WEM.   

                                                 
4 Synergy’s Annual Displacement Statement of Opportunity, 30 November 2006. 
5 Ministerial Direction to the Electricity Generation Corporation by the Minister for Energy. 
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Some Rule Participants consider it to be a fundamental flaw in the market design to have a 
separate market for capacity.  As a result of having separate markets for capacity and energy, 
the WEM delivers separate price signals for capacity and energy, which is viewed as a flaw 
because a lack of coordination between these two price signals may fail to deliver a total 
efficient price outcome.  One Rule Participant indicated that it would prefer to see an energy-
only market, such as that adopted by the National Electricity Market (NEM), where the energy 
price sends a price signal for both the energy and capacity requirements in the market so that 
coordination issues between the energy and capacity price signal are no longer relevant. 

On the other hand, some Rule Participants have supported the need for the Reserve Capacity 
Mechanism because it provides a guarantee of payment to investors who build and secure 
capacity credits in the WEM, irrespective of the trading outcome of the market.  This is in 
contrast with the energy-only market in the NEM, where investors rely on high price events to 
recoup their investment in building these capacities.  These Rule Participants indicated that the 
payment guarantee feature in the Reserve Capacity Mechanism is useful in mitigating market 
risk, and is therefore more attractive for financiers to fund capacity development projects. 

The net pool design of the WEM is the result of an in depth consideration and analysis of the 
Western Australian electricity industry and market context.  Changing the WEM to an energy-
only market would represent a fundamental change to the WEM.  The Authority’s view is that it 
would be inappropriate to consider such a fundamental change at this stage, in the absence of 
compelling evidence that the current market design is failing to move toward achieving the 
Wholesale Market Objectives.  The Authority notes that separate markets for capacity are not 
uncommon in overseas electricity markets, tending to occur in the United States rather than in 
other jurisdictions. 

A central issue in assessing whether the Reserve Capacity Mechanism promotes the objectives 
of the WEM is the extent to which the mechanism has succeeded in promoting new entry 
required for the efficient, safe and reliable production and supply of electricity.  The Authority 
notes that the Reserve Capacity Mechanism has in fact delivered new capacity investment into 
the WEM6.   

 
Discussion Point 1  

Given the current Wholesale Electricity Market design, the Authority invites 
comment on the extent to which the operation of the Reserve Capacity Mechanism is 
effective in achieving the objectives of the Wholesale Electricity Market. 

 

5.2.2 Issues with the Reserve Capacity Market 

Some Rule Participants raised several specific issues in relation to the Reserve Capacity 
Mechanism, including: 

• the long term Projected Assessment of System Adequacy (PASA) criteria;  

• the optimal plant mix; 

• locational price signalling; and 

• excess capacity in the WEM. 

                                                 
6 IMO, 2007 Statement of Opportunities Report, July 2007. 
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5.2.2.1 PASA Criteria 

A Rule Participant questioned the adequacy of the planning criteria that is to be used by the 
IMO in undertaking its long term PASA study.  This Rule Participant suggested that the planning 
criteria should provide for a greater margin above forecast peak demand. 

The Authority notes that the Market Rules specify that the planning criteria for the long term 
PASA study is to ensure that there is sufficient capacity in each capacity year to meet the 
forecast peak demand (calculated to a probability level such that the forecast would not be 
expected to be exceeded in more than one year out of ten), even after the outage of the largest 
generation unit and while maintaining some residual frequency management capability (30MW, 
in practice). 

The Authority notes that a review of the Reserve Capacity Requirement is currently being 
undertaken by the IMO, as required under clause 4.5.15 of the Market Rules.  The Authority 
considers that the IMO’s review is the appropriate mechanism for assessing the 
appropriateness of the criteria at this stage, and does not propose to make recommendations in 
regard to the criteria for the purpose of the Authority’s report to the Minister.  The Authority will 
however, continue to monitor the adequacy of the Reserve Capacity Requirement in the future, 
and make any recommendations to the Minister that are considered appropriate. 

5.2.2.2 Optimal Plant Mix 

The Maximum Reserve Capacity Price is currently based on the cost of a 160MW open cycle 
gas turbine power station.  The Reserve Capacity Price is currently set at 85 per cent of the 
Maximum Reserve Capacity Price.  

Some Rule Participants have argued that basing the Maximum Reserve Capacity Price on the 
cost of an open cycle gas turbine power station will only encourage investment in peaking 
power stations, and will not provide an incentive for investment in other plant types, for 
example, coal-fired base load generators.  These Rule Participants note that this type of 
investment will not lead to an efficient plant mix in the WEM. 

The Authority notes that the WEM consists of markets for both capacity and energy.  It may well 
be the case that prices for capacity alone, or for energy alone, are not high enough to provide 
an incentive to invest in some types of plant.  In considering incentives for investment however, 
it is necessary to consider both the price signals provided from the capacity market and the 
energy market.  For instance, while revenues in the capacity market may be insufficient on their 
own to fund investment in a coal-fired base load generator, a coal-fired base load generator will 
also sell energy through bilateral contracts or the STEM.  Investment decisions will be based on 
expected revenues from both the capacity market and the energy market.  Indeed, the Authority 
notes that there is continuing investment in coal-fired generation in the SWIS, with the 
Bluewaters 1 coal-fired plant expected to come on line in late 2008. 

 
Discussion Point 2  

Bearing in mind the interaction of the capacity market and the energy market, the 
Authority invites comment on whether the current Wholesale Electricity Market 
provides adequate incentives for an efficient mix of generation plant. 
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5.2.2.3 Locational Price Signalling 

In addition to commenting on the extent to which the WEM provides signals that promote the 
optimal mix of generation plant, some Rule Participants also questioned the extent to which the 
WEM provides appropriate locational price signals. 

The Authority considers that it is important not only that there is sufficient generation capacity 
within the WEM, but also that generation capacity is appropriately located, given optimal 
network development and design.  In the event that generation capacity is not appropriately 
located, network constraints can arise with excess capacity in some areas of the SWIS and 
shortages of capacity in other areas, despite there being sufficient total capacity in the WEM. 

The Authority notes that in order to apply for certification to be assigned capacity credits, 
participants must provide an access offer indicating that the facility has access to the network.  
This requirement is part of the process by which the IMO ensures that facilities assigned 
capacity will be able to provide that capacity to the WEM.  In addition, the Authority notes that 
generators themselves have a strong incentive to locate on the network so as to minimise the 
extent to which they will be affected by network constraints or outages.   

 
Discussion Point 3  

The Authority invites comment on whether the Wholesale Electricity Market 
adequately promotes efficient location of generation facilities and promotes the 
efficient development of transmission and distribution networks. 

 

5.2.2.4 Excess Capacity in the Market 

A Rule Participant has noted that excess capacity is expected in the WEM in 2007/08 and 
2008/09.  The Authority notes, however, that since initial feedback from Rule Participants, the 
IMO has released the 2007 Statement of Opportunities Report7.  The 2007 SOO is based on 
updated forecasts of maximum demand and energy.  Based on these updated forecasts, the 
2007 SOO concludes that the supply-demand balance will involve a very small deficit in 
capacity in 2007/08, with the reserve capacity target achieved in 2008/09.  These forecasts 
indicate that significant excess capacity is not expected in the WEM in 2007/08 and in 2008/09, 
only a small excess of 160MW is expected. 

More generally, the Authority considers that it is inappropriate to examine capacity in the WEM 
at a particular point in time, or even over the short term.  Investments in electricity generation 
are long lived, and some generation plants are only efficient at significant scales.  As a result, 
patterns of investment in generation plant tend to be lumpy.  This can lead to periods where the 
supply of capacity is tight, and other periods where there is significant excess capacity.  The 
Authority considers that the short period over which the WEM has been operating does not 
provide sufficient evidence to judge whether the WEM leads to excess capacity over the long 
term.  

The Authority also notes that there are mechanisms within the WEM that will tend to bring 
capacity in line with the Reserve Capacity Requirements.  As with other markets, the key 
signals to investment decisions in the WEM are prices – prices for capacity and prices for 
energy.  With excess capacity, it would be expected that prices for both capacity and energy 
would be lower than in a situation with tight capacity.  Over the long term therefore, significant 
excess capacity would only be expected to persist if there was some constraint preventing 
prices for capacity and energy reflecting excess supply. 

                                                 
7 IMO, 2007 Statement of Opportunities Report, July 2007. 
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Discussion Point 4  

The Authority invites comment on whether the Wholesale Electricity Market 
adequately promotes investment in an efficient amount of generation capacity. 

 

5.2.2.5 Other issues 

Rule Participants raised several other issues relating to the Reserve Capacity Mechanism.  
These issues included: 

• whether testing of Reserve Capacity Obligation Quantity (RCOQ) is adequate; 

• whether the Reserve Capacity Refund Mechanism is adequate; and 

• whether Rule Participants have sufficient scope to trade capacity. 

The Authority’s preliminary view is that these issues are not likely to materially impact on the 
effectiveness of the WEM and that any concerns that Rule Participants have in relation to these 
issues are, at this stage, likely to be better dealt with through the rule change process.  Indeed, 
the Authority notes that a rule change regarding the Reserve Capacity Refund Mechanism is 
currently being progressed.   

 
Discussion Point 5  

The Authority invites comment on whether there are other issues with the Reserve 
Capacity Mechanism that materially impact on the effectiveness of the Wholesale 
Electricity Market. 

5.3 Bilateral Market for Energy 
Some Rule Participants expressed concern that the lack of an appropriate price signal from the 
STEM makes it more difficult to trade hedging contracts. 

Rule Participants provided the Authority with feedback on the effectiveness of the STEM, as 
discussed in Section 5.4 below.  Over the course of this review, the Authority will assess the 
effectiveness of the STEM, including its effectiveness in providing an appropriate price signal, 
and make any appropriate recommendations to the Minister. 

5.4 The STEM 
In assessing the extent to which the STEM contributes to the Wholesale Market Objectives, it is 
important to consider the particular nature of the WEM.  As discussed in Section 2.2, the WEM 
was designed as a bilateral contract market supported by a day-ahead net pool.  This design 
was considered appropriate in the context of the small size of the SWIS, the number of 
participants in the market and the inexperience of many participants in wholesale electricity 
markets. 

5.4.1 Liquidity in the STEM 

Some Rule Participants have commented that the volumes traded in the STEM have been 
negligible, compared to the volumes traded through bilateral contracts and energy balancing 
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volumes.  These Rule Participants suggest that this lack of liquidity means that prices in the 
STEM can be volatile.  This, in turn, further discourages trading in the STEM, with the Rule 
Participants considering it risky to use the STEM to manage their trading positions. 

The Rule Participants also noted that, because volumes traded in the STEM are so small, trade 
in the STEM has very little impact on the financial results of Rule Participants.  It was suggested 
that substantial resources are required by Rule Participants to manage their trading operations 
in the STEM, and that, on a per volume basis, this makes STEM trading an expensive operation 
with little return on investment.  Some Rule Participants have suggested the abolition of the 
STEM, leaving the function of managing the fluctuations of electricity demand to the balancing 
mechanism. 

The Authority notes that trading volumes on the STEM since market commencement have not 
been substantial.  In general, daily volumes traded on the STEM have been below 5 per cent of 
total daily demand.  There have been some days with higher trading volumes on the STEM, but 
daily trading volumes on the STEM have never exceeded 10 per cent of total daily demand.   

Regardless of the observed liquidity in the STEM, the Authority’s view is that it is inappropriate 
at this stage to make recommendations for major changes to the STEM.  As discussed, and as 
also noted by the IMO in its review of the first six months of the WEM, the Vesting Contract 
between Verve Energy and Synergy has a significant impact on liquidity in the STEM.  The 
Authority notes that this is a transitionary arrangement.  As the Vesting Contract is phased out, 
liquidity in the STEM may increase.   

 
Discussion Point 6  

Recognising that the Short Term Energy Market (STEM) is a net pool system, and 
that the Vesting Contract impacts on liquidity in the market, the Authority invites 
comment on any aspects of the STEM design that discourage Rule Participants from 
trading in the Wholesale Electricity Market. 

 

5.4.2 Pricing in the STEM 

Some Rule Participants have raised issues regarding the price caps in the STEM and the 
requirement that Market Generators bid at short run marginal cost (SRMC) into the STEM. 

With regard to price caps, the Rule Participants have questioned the necessity of having two 
price caps in the STEM – the Maximum STEM Price and the Alternative Maximum STEM Price.  
The purpose of the price caps in the STEM is to minimise the potential for the exercise of 
market power in the STEM.  Adopting a single price cap provides less constraint on bidding 
behaviour.   

The Authority considers that issues in regard to the price caps in the STEM are, in this 
circumstance, best dealt with through the rule change process.  Indeed, the Authority notes that 
a rule change proposal to set the Maximum STEM Price at the level of the Alternative STEM 
Price (thereby leading to a single price cap in the STEM) has been considered and rejected.  
Given this, and also that the WEM is still in its early stage, the Authority, in the absence of 
compelling reasons, does not propose to explore the issue of price caps in this report to the 
Minister. 

The Authority considers the two price caps are necessary due to the lack of competition in the 
WEM.  Given that competition between generators can only be expected to increase over time, 
the Authority will continue to monitor the relevance of this issue, and may revisit it in future 
reports. 
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With regard to the requirement to bid at SRMC, some Rule Participants have expressed the 
view that it is impossible to implement the SRMC provision.  The Authority notes that the 
purpose of the requirement to bid at the generator’s reasonable expectation of SRMC was to 
minimise the potential for the exercise of market power in the STEM.   

The Authority, in conjunction with the IMO, is currently working on a SRMC Paper which aims to 
achieve a better understanding of the SRMC concept in the context of the WEM.  In addition, 
the IMO and the Authority are currently finalising a SRMC model, which seeks to evaluate 
whether the SRMC of generating the relevant electricity is reflected in Market Generators’ offers 
into the STEM.  Once finalised, the results of the paper and the model will be used as a basis to 
improve understanding of the SRMC provision in the Market Rules. 

5.4.3 Timing of the STEM 

Some Rule Participants have commented on the ‘day-ahead’ feature of the STEM, with 
participants committed to their STEM positions a day ahead of time.  Participants are unable to 
vary their STEM positions in response to changed market conditions.  Given the dispatch 
arrangements under the Market Rules, this can lead to a situation where changed market 
conditions require balancing to be performed by Verve Energy, even where it would be more 
efficient for a non-Verve Energy generator to deviate from its day-ahead contract position by 
varying its bids and offers in the STEM.  Some Rule Participants have suggested replacing the 
day-ahead feature with a real time dispatch system, while others have suggested a modification 
where the ‘gate closure’ time to offer and bid into the STEM is closer to real time events. 

The Authority notes that one of the reasons for the introduction of a day-ahead STEM, rather 
than a real time STEM, was that the ERTF considered that real time markets are inherently 
more susceptible to the exercise of market power.  This was one of the considerations behind 
the ERTF’s recommendation that a day-ahead market was appropriate, given the small size of 
the SWIS, the number of participants and the inexperience of many participants in wholesale 
electricity markets. 

The Authority notes that altering the STEM to introduce more than one gate closure, or to move 
the gate closure time closer to real time, would require more sophisticated STEM trading 
systems and processes.  The Authority notes that some Rule Participants have also 
commented that managing their day-to-day trading operations already requires significant 
financial resources, and considers that adding to the complexity of trading in the STEM may 
exacerbate this problem, particularly for participants with smaller operations.  The Authority is 
concerned that increasing the complexity of the bidding process for the STEM may create a 
barrier to entry for smaller participants. 

 
Discussion Point 7  

The Authority invites comment on the day-ahead feature of the Short Term Energy 
Market (STEM).  In particular, does the day-ahead feature of the STEM discourage 
Rule Participants from trading in the STEM and would introducing two gate closures, 
or gate closures closer to real time, encourage greater participation? 

In the event the day-ahead arrangement is replaced by a real-time arrangement or 
the arrangement where the ‘gate closure’ time to offer and bid into the STEM is 
closer to real time events, the Authority invites comment on how the potential 
exercise of market power by larger participants could be mitigated.  
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5.4.4 Net Pool System Versus a Gross Pool System 

A number of Rule Participants have canvassed the merit of adopting a gross pool system (as 
adopted in the NEM), instead of a net pool system.  In a gross pool system, all energy is bid into 
the central market, and dispatched according to bids.  In a net pool system, only the residual 
amounts relative to the contracted amounts of energy are bid into the central market.   

The adoption of a gross pool system rather than a net pool system would require fundamental 
restructuring of the WEM.  At this early stage of the market, the Authority’s view is that it would 
be inappropriate to consider such a fundamental change to the market. 

5.5 Balancing Mechanism 
Some Rule Participants have raised issues in relation to the balancing mechanism and, in 
particular, pricing in the balancing mechanism. 

Specifically, these Rule Participants raised concerns about the prices from the STEM being 
used in the balancing mechanism (unless the real-time effective demand deviates from the total 
demand expected by more than five per cent).  These Rule Participants indicated that they are 
concerned about the competitiveness of the STEM and that, while they can control their 
exposure to STEM prices in the STEM by not participating in that market, they cannot control 
their exposure to STEM prices in the balancing mechanism.   

Some Rule Participants suggested that the Marginal Cost Administrative Price (MCAP), which is 
the balancing price where demand deviations exceed five per cent, should be calculated for all 
trading intervals.  This in itself however, would do little to address the issue of the impact of 
STEM prices on balancing prices because the MCAP price is calculated based on portfolio 
supply curves from the STEM.  The Authority considers that these concerns about balancing 
prices reflect concerns about the competitiveness of prices in the STEM.  Concerns about the 
effectiveness and competitiveness of the STEM are addressed in Section 5.4 above of this 
Discussion Paper.  

An alternative to basing balancing prices on STEM prices (or, in the case of MCAP, on STEM 
bids), is to implement a competitive balancing system.  Some Rule Participants commented that 
while the balancing mechanism would likely benefit from competition, a competitive balancing 
mechanism would be complicated and is likely to be inappropriate at this early stage of the 
market.  The Authority agrees with this view, noting that the ability of generators other than 
Verve Energy to offer real-time balancing at this early stage of the market is substantially 
constrained, so that achieving a competitive balancing market at this stage would be difficult. 

The difficulty of implementing a competitive balancing mechanism at this stage is also relevant 
to other comments in regard to balancing prices: for example, that Verve Energy faces MCAP 
prices for balancing, while other generators face their pay-as-bid prices8 for balancing, which 
disadvantages Verve Energy.  However, the Authority considers that, in the absence of a 
competitive balancing mechanism, it would be inappropriate to set balancing prices at pay-as-
bid prices for all generators.  In addition, to set balancing prices at pay-as-bid prices for all 
generators would be unlikely to result in competitive balancing prices due to potential exercise 
of market power in the WEM. 

                                                 
8 Bid or offer prices a non-Verve Energy generator or a curtailable load will pay or get paid in the event it is instructed 

by System Management to change its output or consumption level. 
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5.6 Dispatch Process 
The Dispatch Process is performed by System Management.  Rule Participants are generally 
satisfied with the performance of System Management in dispatching their plants in an efficient 
and effective manner. 

Some Rule Participants commented that the dispatch process under the WEM has added an 
extra layer of complexity to their operations.  In particular, some Rule Participants noted that the 
dispatch process now requires a Rule Participant to interact directly with System Management’s 
dispatch system, rather than simply phoning System Management. 

The Authority understands that the more formalised process for interacting with System 
Management is intended to improve the security of System Management’s processes, including 
by ensuring the creation of records of communications that can be audited in the case of 
dispute.  The Authority considers the current arrangement to be appropriate. 

5.7 Planning Processes in the WEM 
A number of Rule Participants raised concerns with the outage planning process. 

These Rule Participants made comment that the outage planning process is more complicated 
than before market commencement.  It was noted that the planning process is a two step 
process, where the participant must first submit details of a proposed outage plan and then, 
subject to this plan being scheduled by System Management, must apply for approval of the 
outage plan.  There was also comment that the outage planning process can create some 
uncertainty.  Even in the case where outages are scheduled by System Management, the 
outage cannot commence until approval is granted.  System Management is required to give 
final approval of an outage two days before the outage is scheduled to commence.  Concern 
was expressed that this can sometimes leave participants incurring costs if they are required to 
reschedule outages. 

The Authority notes that the two step outage planning process is designed to provide for the 
security of the system.  The scheduling of outages facilitates longer term planning of outages, 
so that generators can operate their facilities effectively.  The requirement for approval of 
outages is designed to preserve the security of the system.  The Authority accepts that this 
creates some uncertainty for participants, but considers that this is necessary to ensure the 
security of the system. 

In regard to the costs of rescheduling outages, the Authority notes that, in the event that a 
scheduled outage plan is not approved within 48 hours of the scheduled commencement of the 
outage, the affected participant may apply for compensation under clause 3.19.12 of the Market 
Rules.  Compensation is subject to certain conditions as set out in the Market Rules.  The 
Authority understands that to date there have not been any applications for compensation as a 
result of a scheduled outage not being approved. 

5.8 Effectiveness of the IMO in carrying out its Functions 
Rule Participants were generally positive about the performance of the IMO.  Staff members of 
the IMO were considered to be helpful and approachable.  Some Rule Participants did, 
however, identify several issues in relation to the effectiveness of the IMO in performing its 
functions. These issues included the following: 

• Adequacy of IT infrastructure.  Some Rule Participants commented that they 
considered that the IMO’s IT systems are in need of upgrading.  The Authority 
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understands that there have been four instances in which the STEM has been 
suspended as a result of system problems.  The Authority notes that the IMO has issued 
reports on these instances of market suspensions, including actions and 
recommendations to minimise the probability of future occurrence. 

• Usability of the IMO’s IT system.  Some Rule Participants commented that they have 
been unable effectively to use the IMO’s IT systems.  For example, some Rule 
Participants noted that the WEM Interface is difficult to use and lacks a comprehensive 
instruction manual.   

• Invoicing.  Some Rule Participants raised issues in relation to IMO’s invoicing.  In 
particular, these Rule Participants considered that there was a lack of transparency in 
the IMO’s invoices, and raised concerns about invoice errors. 

• Market training by the IMO.  Some Rule Participants expressed the view that the IMO 
should provide more training to Rule Participants.  Some Rule Participants have also 
acknowledged that the IMO is responding to this issue and is currently organising further 
market training sessions for parties involved in the market. 

• Appropriateness of the IMO’s requirements for small Rule Participants.  A number 
of Rule Participants raised issues with some of the IMO’s requirements, questioning 
whether they were appropriate for small Rule Participants.  For example, there was 
comment that the Austraclear system is very costly and adds little value to the business 
operations of the participant. 

 
 
Discussion Point 8  

The Authority invites comment on the effectiveness of the Independent Market 
Operator in carrying out its functions. 

 

5.9 Effectiveness of System Management in carrying out 
its Functions 

Rule Participants have stated that they are generally satisfied with the performance of System 
Management.   

 
 
Discussion Point 9  

The Authority invites comment on the effectiveness of the System Management in 
carrying out its functions. 

 

5.10 The Market Rules 

5.10.1 Specific Issues in Relation to the Market Rules 

During initial discussions with Rule Participants there were a number of comments made on 
several specific aspects of the Market Rules. 
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In regard to the objectives set out in clause 1.2.1 of the Market Rules, a Rule Participant viewed 
objective (c) as ambiguous and in need of clarification.  Clause 1.2.1(c) reads as follows: 

to avoid discrimination in that market against particular energy options and technologies, 
including sustainable energy options and technologies such as those that make use of renewable 
resources or that reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions; 

 
While this objective gives explicit recognition to renewable and low-emission technologies, the 
question has been raised as to whether the objective is intended to cause all technologies to 
compete on a “level playing field” or is intended to encourage development of sustainable 
generators by conferring relative advantage. 

The Authority considers that the review represented by this Minister’s Report is not the 
preferred forum in which to consider the wording of the Wholesale Market Objectives set out in 
clause 1.2.1.   

In regard to Chapter 5 of the Market Rules, some Rule Participants suggested that the Chapter 
should be substantially changed or removed entirely.  The Authority’s view is that this review is 
not the preferred forum in which to consider whether Chapter 5 should be removed.  The Market 
Rules themselves set out a rule change process, and the Authority considers that in this 
circumstance, this rule change process would be the preferred mechanism for any such 
changes to the Market Rules.  

5.10.2 Market Design Overly Complicated 

Some Rule Participants commented that the Market Rules are unnecessarily complicated and 
ambiguous.  They expressed appreciation of the circumstances surrounding the speed with 
which the market had to be established, but consider that the Market Rules need to be 
simplified and clarified.  Some Rule Participants suggested that it could be possible to develop 
guidelines, in addition to the rules, to provide a simplified overview of the Market Rules. 

The Authority notes that the IMO has made available both an overview of the WEM and a 
summary of the WEM.  These documents provide an overview of the market, although neither 
should be relied upon in place of the Market Rules.   

The Authority notes that the IMO conducted training sessions on the WEM in the months 
preceding the start of the market, and understands that the IMO is about to recommence these 
training sessions.  The Authority also notes that, at this stage, the rule change process can be 
used to address any problems with the Market Rules on an incremental basis. 

 
Discussion Point 10  

The Authority invites comment on any further steps that could be taken to assist 
Rule Participants in understanding the Market Rules. 

 

5.10.3 Market Rules and DSM  

Some Rule Participants have expressed the view that the Market Rules do not provide 
adequate guidance on how DSM integrates with the WEM.  The Authority recognises that the 
participation of DSM in the WEM is an important element of the overall effectiveness of the 
WEM, and considers that, to the extent that any aspect of the involvement of DSM in the WEM 
is unclear, the development of guidelines in regard to the participation of DSM may be 
appropriate. 
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Discussion Point 11  

The Authority invites comment on any aspects of the participation of Demand-Side 
Management in the Wholesale Electricity Market that remain unclear to Rule 
Participants. 

 

5.10.4 Compliance 

Rule Participants noted that the compliance monitoring measures are generally clear.  Some 
Rule Participants, however, did note the risk associated with there being no cap or maximum on 
the liability faced by a Rule Participant, particularly where rules may be ambiguous or difficult to 
interpret.  It was noted that a Rule Participant’s liability for failing to comply with the Market 
Rules could threaten the financial liability of the Rule Participant.  It was suggested that a cap 
should apply to the maximum number of trading intervals in regards to which a Rule Participant 
can be subject to a compliance investigation. 

The Authority’s view at this stage is that it would be inappropriate to consider imposing 
limitations on Rule Participants’ potential liability. 

5.10.5 Rule Change Processes 

Rule Participants raised some concerns with the rule change process.   

Firstly, some Rule Participants expressed concern about the lack of separation between the 
IMO’s role as the entity responsible for making decisions on rule change proposals and its role 
as the administrator of the Market Rules.  The Authority notes that cost considerations were an 
important factor in making the IMO responsible for rule change proposals.  In particular, creating 
a separate body with responsibility for the rule change process would create significant costs, 
which may be difficult to justify in Western Australia at this stage. 

Secondly, some Rule Participants expressed concern about the Fast Track Rule Change 
Process.  Rule Participants suggested that the rule change process can be quite slow, even in 
the case of the fast track process.  Rule Participants also suggested that the criteria for 
classifying a rule change process as fast track may not be adequate.  The Authority considers 
that an appropriate rule change process is an important element of an effective market.  In 
particular, the Authority considers that it is important to achieve an appropriate balance between 
ensuring that rule change proposals can be progressed as quickly as possible and ensuring that 
adequate public consultation is undertaken.  Even the fast track process involves public 
consultation, so that there is a limit to how quickly fast track rule change proposals can be 
progressed. 

 
Discussion Point 12  

The Authority invites comment on the adequacy of the existing rule change process.  
In particular, the Authority is interested in whether or not the current process 
achieves an appropriate balance between cost, timeliness and transparency. 
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5.11 Other Issues  

5.11.1 Fuel Supply Problems 

Some Rule Participants commented on fuel supply issues, in particular the constraints on the 
availability of gas.  

These Rule Participants noted that gas supply problems in Western Australia have a major 
impact on the performance of the WEM.  The Rule Participants expressed two related concerns 
in respect of the gas supply.  The first is that it is increasingly difficult to secure gas contracts.  
In the process of undertaking public consultation for its review of gas issues in Western 
Australia, the Authority has been informed that the gas supply is increasingly tight, that it is 
increasingly difficult to negotiate long term gas contracts, and that the price of gas has recently 
increased.  The second concern raised by these Rule Participants is that there is a lack of 
notification of constraints on pipeline capacity, which can create problems for the operation of 
generators. 

The Authority considers that fuel supply problems do not necessarily imply any issues with the 
effectiveness of the design of the WEM in meeting the market objectives.  Indeed, an effective 
WEM should enable Rule Participants to better manage any fuel supply problems that they 
face.  

The Authority, however, recognises that fuel supply problems are likely to impact on the 
operation of the WEM.  At the extreme, an inability to secure firm contracts for fuel or for 
transport can have implications for both investment in new generation, and for the operation of 
existing generation facilities.  The Authority intends to investigate the impact of gas supply 
constraints on the operation of the WEM for the purposes of this review.  The Authority 
however, considers that addressing gas supply problems is beyond the scope of this review, 
and that introducing changes to the operation of the WEM to address gas supply problems 
cannot bring about a long term solution to these problems. 

 
Discussion Point 13  

The Authority invites comment on any fuel supply constraints faced by Market 
Participants, and the impact that any such constraints have on the effectiveness of 
the Wholesale Electricity Market.  In particular, what impact, if any, do fuel supply 
constraints have on the operation of markets for capacity and energy? 

 

5.11.2 Network Access Issues 

Some Rule Participants commented that there are issues relating to access to the electricity 
transmission and distribution networks that adversely affect the effectiveness on the WEM.   

Some Rule Participants commented that the infrastructure of the electricity transmission and 
distribution networks is inadequate, and that as a result generators are not readily able to gain 
access to the network.  These Rule Participants noted that the requirement for participants to 
have an access offer from Western Power, in order to be granted capacity credits, potentially 
restricts new entry, and that the cost of transmission connection and access can also create 
barriers to entry, particular for smaller generators.  It was suggested that one way of making 
access issues less of an issue would be to introduce a rolling reserve capacity mechanism 
timetable, so that participants who were unable to receive an access offer from Western Power 
in time for the existing deadline would not need to wait another year to secure capacity credits. 
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The Authority recognises that network access issues will necessarily have implications for the 
WEM, and that the requirement to have an access offer from Western Power can create a 
hurdle for generators in securing capacity credits.  Without an access offer from Western Power, 
however, there is no guarantee that the generator will be able to provide capacity.  If generators 
are granted capacity credits without an access offer from Western Power, that capacity may not 
be available by the relevant capacity year, and the Reserve Capacity Mechanism may not 
succeed in ensuring that sufficient capacity is available to the WEM.  As a result, the Authority 
considers that the requirement for an access offer is an important part of the Reserve Capacity 
Mechanism. 

The Authority also considers that a firm timetable for the Reserve Capacity Mechanism is 
important.  The capacity cycle works to relatively tight timetables, with applications for 
certification of reserve capacity due a little more than two years before the start of the relevant 
capacity cycle.  A deadline is required for the IMO to establish that there will be sufficient 
capacity available for the relevant capacity year, and this deadline needs to provide sufficient 
time for the construction of new generation plant, if necessary.  A rolling deadline would impede 
the ability of the IMO to establish that there is sufficient capacity for a capacity year. 

5.11.3 Consequential Outage 

Some Rule Participants raised concerns about the impact of consequential outages.  
Consequential outages are outages for which no approval is received from System 
Management, but which System Management determines was caused by a forced outage to 
another participant’s equipment.  These Rule Participants noted that they are not in a position to 
control consequential outages, but that they face potentially substantial financial losses as a 
result of consequential outages.  The Rule Participants noted that an alternative arrangement is 
to make Western Power liable for financial losses associated with consequential outages. 

The Authority understands that participants have some ability to manage their exposure to 
consequential outages through their contracts for network services.  In particular, the Authority 
understands that some participants have entered into contracts for network services that 
provide for their use of the network to be scaled back under some network contingencies.  
Contracts of this type reflect a commercial decision that the terms of the contract are sufficiently 
favourable to justify additional exposure to network outages.   

 
Discussion Point 14  

The Authority invites comment on the materiality of the financial impact of 
consequential outages.   

The Authority also invites comment on the extent to which participants are able to 
manage their exposure to consequential outages through commercial arrangements.  
If participants are unable manage their consequential outages through commercial 
arrangements, the Authority invites comment on the impact of consequential 
outages on the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market. 

 

5.11.4 Planning Network Outages 

Some Rule Participants also questioned the extent to which network outages within the SWIS 
are dealt with effectively in the outage planning process.  These Rule Participants suggested 
that, while the outage planning process may be effective at coordinating generator outages, 
there was a lack of coordination of network outages. 
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Discussion Point 15  

The Authority invites comment on whether the process for scheduling network 
outages affects the achievement of the objectives of the Wholesale Electricity 
Market. 

 

5.11.5 Retail Tariff Too Low 

Some Rule Participants indicated that regulated retail tariffs in the SWIS are set below the cost 
of supplying electricity.  These Rule Participants commented that this, in turn, has negative 
impacts for the financial viability of affected Rule Participants, and does not send appropriate 
signals for retail entry. 

The Authority recognises that cost-reflective retail tariffs are important for an effective market.  
The Authority considers however, that the issue of the cost-reflectivity of regulated retail tariffs is 
beyond the scope of this review of the WEM.  The Authority notes that the Office of Energy is 
currently undertaking an Electricity Industry Review, where the Terms of Reference include the 
consideration of the cost-reflectivity of regulated retail tariffs in the SWIS. 

5.11.6 Confidentiality Issues 

Some Rule Participants raised concerns about the information confidentiality provisions in the 
Market Rules.  In particular, these Rule Participants noted that the confidentiality status of some 
types of market related information has hindered the effective operation of their business 
operations. 

The Authority recognises the need to adopt a well-balanced approach in dealing with 
confidential information – while transparency will often improve the operation of a market, 
transparency can also facilitate coordinated behaviour and damage efficiency.  In addition, it is 
important to safeguard confidential information to protect the commercial interests of Rule 
Participants.  The Authority considers that recommendations in regard to the confidentiality 
status of particular types of market related information, in this circumstance, are best dealt with 
through the rule change process.  However, the Authority is interested generally in the impact 
that the confidentiality of information has on the effectiveness of the WEM. 

 
Discussion Point 16  

The Authority invites comment on whether the confidentiality of information has 
impacted on the effectiveness of the Wholesale Electricity Market and, if so, how? 

 

5.11.7 Prudential Requirements 

Some Rule Participants raised concerns about the prudential requirements set out in the Market 
Rules and Market Procedures.  These Rule Participants suggested that the basis of the 
calculation of the credit limit for Rule Participants is inappropriate. 

The Market Rules require that the credit limit is determined as the maximum amount a 
participant is expected to owe the IMO over any 70 day period, and such that the amount is not 
expected to be exceeded more than once in 48 months.  Where credit criteria are not met, the 
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IMO will require the market participant to provide credit support not less than the credit limit 
determined by the IMO. 

Rule Procedures determine a methodology for determining the credit limit based on the total 
exposure of a participant for those 70 days for which the participant had the greatest exposure. 

Rule Participants have suggested that the determination of the 70 days for which a participant 
had the greatest exposure should exclude a period following market commencement, because 
the exposure of participants during that period was not reflective of the exposure that they 
would ordinarily face. 

The Authority considers that it is not evident that the exposure of participants during the period 
after market commencement is higher than the exposure participants would ordinarily face.  The 
exposure of participants may, in fact, increase over time, in which case the calculation of the 
credit limit would be adjusted.  In any case, the Authority recognises that the prudential 
requirements play an important role in limiting the exposure of all participants in the event that 
one participant defaults.  The Authority also considers that the prudential requirements are 
unlikely to impair the effectiveness of the WEM because its net financial impact on Rule 
Participants is minimal.  This is because any security deposit lodged with the IMO accrues 
interest at the bank bill rate that is paid to the participant at the end of each month.  

5.11.8 Supplier of Last Resort 

Some Rule Participants have noted concerns about Supplier of Last Resort (SOLR) 
arrangements.  Rule Participants have commented that the lack of certainty in regard to SOLR 
arrangements can discourage customer switching and impede retail competition.  Rule 
Participants were also concerned that SOLR arrangements may not appropriately deal with 
situations in which the IMO temporarily suspends a retailer’s licence. 

The Authority notes that Part 5 of the Electricity Industry Act provides for the establishment and 
operation of SOLR arrangements in the event that the licence for a retailer is cancelled, 
surrendered, or expires and is not renewed.  The Authority understands that the Office of 
Energy is currently engaged in a process to establish SOLR arrangements.  The Authority 
understands that the Office of Energy is aware of the issue of temporary licence suspensions. 

Given SOLR arrangements are not yet finalised, the Authority does not intend to make 
recommendations in regard to SOLR arrangements for the purposes of this review, but will 
reconsider the issue for future reviews. 

5.11.9 Ancillary Services 

Some Rule Participants noted that the Market Rules make it difficult for participants other than 
Verve Energy to supply ancillary services.  These Rule Participants commented that they 
considered themselves in a position to supply ancillary services, but were unable to do so as a 
result of the Market Rules. 

The Authority notes that the Market Rules require Verve Energy to make its capacity available 
to provide ancillary services to a standard sufficient to enable System Management to meet the 
ancillary service requirements.  The Market Rules allow System Management to enter into an 
ancillary service contract with a participant, other than Verve Energy, where System 
Management does not consider that it can meet the ancillary service requirements with Verve 
Energy’s facilities, or where a participant can provide ancillary services less expensively than 
Verve Energy. 

The Authority considers that the current arrangement favours the supply of ancillary services by 
Verve Energy, and that other participants may find it easier to supply ancillary services under a 
more competitive process.  Some form of market for the supply of ancillary services, however, 
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would also increase the complexity of the WEM, which some Rule Participants have 
commented they consider too complex already. 

 
Discussion Point 17  

The Authority invites comment on whether a more competitive process for the 
supply of ancillary services would promote the effectiveness of the Wholesale 
Electricity Market.  In particular, do the current requirements under the Market Rules 
for an ancillary service contract prevent or deter participants from supplying 
ancillary services and, if so, how? 

 

5.11.10 Metering 

Some Rule Participants noted that generators are required to pay the cost of new metering 
infrastructure.  These Rule Participants considered that this could constitute a barrier to entry, 
given the costs.   

The Authority considers that an efficient generator is able to recover its costs through the 
markets for capacity and energy in the WEM.  This includes any costs associated with metering.  
Furthermore, the rule change process is an available option for Rule Participants to address this 
concern.  The Market Rules make provision for public consultation on a rule change proposal.  
The Authority would participate in the consultation process if it considers the issue has an 
impact on the WEM in achieving its market objectives. 

5.12 Specific Events which impact on the WEM and 
Inappropriate and Anomalous Market Behaviour 

Clause 2.16.12(c) of the Market Rules requires the Minister’s Report to include an assessment 
of any specific events, behaviour or matters that impact on the effectiveness of the market.   

 
Discussion Point 18  

The Authority invites comment on any specific events, behaviour or matters (not 
covered elsewhere in this Discussion Paper) that have impacted on the effectiveness 
of the market.  In particular, the Authority invites comments on any specific events, 
behaviour or matters that are relevant to the achievement of the objectives set out in 
clause 1.2.1 of the Market Rules. 
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